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Abstract

High-fidelity simulations with intuitive user interfaces expedite real-world tasks. Augmented Reality (AR), enables 3D computer-generated
entities to coexist in users' view of their real workspace. In this paper, the AR methodology is combined with custom-built 3D simulators of two
nonlinear systems that show different motion characteristics: robot and spacecraft. The target systems are modeled on the basis of system parametric
datasets, and their motions are specified and graphically represented according to characteristics of applied control algorithms. In our proposed
system architecture, an AR process is incorporated with a 3D graphic engine and other functional modules for system analysis, simulation and
control. Experiments demonstrate a feasibility study as well as intuitive 3D simulation performance and interactive AR interface features.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the high growth in the fields of software engineering
and graphics, novel GUI (Graphical User Interface) technolo-
gies have been used to design intuitive HMIs (Human–Machine
Interfaces) that can effectively connect humans with work-
spaces and equipment. Well-designed interfaces not only can
help users take maximum benefit of their computing systems
but also can enhance their real-world tasks. Due to the
diversification of products, shortened product lives, flexible
adaptation of manufacturing systems in the workplace is crucial.
It follows that simulation of these systems before introducing
them in the workplace is indispensable. Simulations are key for
ensuring high-fidelity to target systems frequently used in the
manufacturing and industrial sectors.
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Research on both simulators and interfaces have been
conducted for many different types of systems. In the industrial
and aerospace arenas, the extension of this systems research to
real environments is necessary but so sensitive to cost and errors
that pre-simulation has been considerably stressed. Michel et al.
demonstrated a MVC (Model–View–Control) approach for the
GUI design of a cleaning mobile robot simulator in [1]. Chen
et al. developed a gesture-speech based HMI for a rehabilitation
robot [2]. These efforts made us note that an intuitively-
interactive human interface in user's observation and control
will help evaluate the reliability and applicability of a high-
fidelity simulation task. In addition, the plant operations in
virtual environments have been performed by user-centered
management and control [3]. It proved the how VR (Virtual
Reality) technologies can be exploited in designing human–
machine interfaces beyond animation-based simulation. Spec-
ification requirements of a simulation environment for rapid
control prototyping (RCP) of real-time distributed control of
mechatronic systems have been also developed by Mahalik et al
[4,5], which has let us remind the fact that high-fidelity
simulation can expedite real-world tasks. In the aerospace arena,
spacecraft simulators have been widely developed for the
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Fig. 1. System architecture.
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performance test of structure modules as well as the reduction of
development expenses and risks, e.g. SKT (Satellite Tool Kit),
SSF (Spacecraft Simulation Framework) of ICS (Interface and
Control System, Inc), DynaWiz XSV package for multi-body
satellite, HSSS (High Speed Spacecraft Simulator), etc. We can
also note that software infrastructure of a simulator need to be
constructed coinciding with the hardware components of the
target systems.

However, most present simulators separate computing
systems from real workspaces. For example, we may need to
simulate custom-built 3D virtual (computer-generated) robots
visually abreast with real ones for the intuitive evaluation of



Fig. 2. Target models: (a) Custom-built one-link manipulator (b) 2-link SCARA type robot (c) 2-link vertical type robot (WAMARM of Barrett Technology, Inc) (d) 3-
link SCARA type robot (e) 3-link elbow type robot (f) Spacecrafts of gas-jet and momentum-exchange actuator type (KOMPSAT— Korean Multi-purpose Satellite).
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Fig. 3. Denavit–Hartenberg frame assignment.
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their working in a real factory setting. In order to make the
virtual objects coexist seamlessly in a user's view of the real
environment, the simulators in the computing space need to be
pulled into the real world. To satisfy this need, we propose the
use of Augmented Reality (AR) [6–13]. Navab's work in AR
registered 3D models of pipelines with the user's view of a
factory under consideration, taking into account the 2D factory
floor plans and the structural properties of industrial pipelines
[9,10]. Rosenthal et al. have shown needle biopsies using a 3D
AR guidance system [11]. Schwald and Blandine have
presented an AR-based training and assistance system for the
maintenance of industrial areas [12]. In a recent effort, Gelenbe
et al. [13] mixed the virtual domain with the AR domain in real-
time, in order to examine how novel simulated conditions can
Fig. 4. Virtual (compute
interact with a real system's operation. They inserted synthetic
moving objects into live video in real-time. In keeping with
these related works, we believe that a variety of 2D or 3D
information conveyed by virtual images will aid the user's
perception of target systems and the user's real-world tasks.

In our research, we leverage interactive 3D simulation
using AR methodology for two different types of nonlinear
systems: Robots and Spacecraft. In other researches, virtual
objects are superficially simulated in the form of prescripted
animation or recorded video only focusing on attractive
display. In this paper, however, virtual models are designed
using parametric datasets of the target systems for high-
fidelity simulation. These models are simulated based on their
dynamics and control algorithms. To perform target system
r-generated) robots.



Fig. 5. Relationship between roll–pitch–yaw angles and graphic transformations.
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simulation using AR methodology, we have done the
following:

• Target model selection and 3D graphical representation:
system component analysis for five types of robotic systems
& two types of spacecrafts, and 3D graphic engine design

• High-fidelity simulation: dynamics & kinematics modeling,
and real-time simulation utilizing numerical method &
thread function

• AR interfacing & experimental validation: noise filtering,
conformant marker configuration, control & stability tests,
2D & 3D information visualization, and end-user interaction

The organization of this paper is as follows. The next section
describes target models and the proposed system architecture by
functional modules. Section 3 presents systematic and graphic
modeling of the target systems. It also includes the technical
implementation including numerical methods, noise filtering
and collaboration tests in AR environment. The last section
deals with experimental demonstration for validation. The paper
ends with conclusion and future work.

2. System overview

The proposed overall system configuration is as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Real world elements interfaced with human, target
models are selected for representation in a virtual world. Com-
puter graphics represent the complicated configuration of realistic
models of virtual characters in the 3D domain. Most ARwork has
been devoted on augmenting visual aspects using graphics and
display equipment rather than other sensation aspects such as
touch or sound, using haptics or acoustics. In our test-bed, the
main operations from graphical modeling to AR-incorporated
simulation are performed through three main functional modules:
target system database, graphic engine, andARprocess. There are
two additional computing modules used for simulation control
and result analysis, as presented in Fig. 1(b).

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the target system database component
produces a parametric dataset for the target system. In this paper,
we consider the following target systems: five types of robot
systems and two types of spacecraft systems with differering
joint configuration and actuator types, respectively. For the robot
systems, a typical dataset is composed of robot type identifier,
robot parameters, controller properties and target positions of
links. Graphical models and simulation control properties are
determined by retrieving the appropriate datasets. For the
spacecraft systems, the actuator type and pre-experimental data
are taken into consideration. The graphical spacecraft models
can be animated according to pre-stored experimental data.
Examples f the target models are shown in Fig. 2.

Video captured by cameras is analyzed in the AR process
component, using the ARToolkit, regarded as one of the reliable
de facto in prototyping AR applications [14], to detect area of
fiducial features. Fiducial features refer to patterned markers
which the system has been well trained to recognize and track.
Appropriate target models and datasets are automatically used,
when matching fiducial features are detected. The 3D spatial
relationships between the camera and the features are based on
4×4 transformation matrix set from which the position and pose
of virtual models are derived. The dataset retrieved is sent to the
simulation control module and graphics engine. The simulation
control module contains system dynamics and control



Fig. 6. Graphic components of the spacecraft.
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algorithms. To find numerical solutions for differential
equations of system dynamics, the 2nd order Runge–Kutta
method is applied. Virtual models can be simulated indepen-
dently of the rendering frequency of AR process. The graphics
engine facilitates graphical modeling of primitives and system
components based on system parameters such as system type,
link length, load existence, etc. This engine creates all graphical
effects including annotation and information panels.

Finally, the AR process provides mixed images, merging
virtual models with the real environment. By arranging fiducial
features, user can interact with virtual target models in the real
environment scene. 3D experimental simulations are controlled
with a mouse, by analyzing its location with respect to the spatial
relationship between world and camera screen coordinate are
analyzed. In addition, useful functions for robot system analysis
such as inverse kinematics and stability test using the Lyapunov
function and phase portraits are available independently on the
AR service.

3. Modeling and implementation

3.1. Robotic system

The dynamic modeling and control algorithms is presented
in the sequel. The motions are generated on the basis of the
system dynamics and kinematics. We used the ideal Euler–
Lagrange equations for robot dynamics Eq. (1).
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D(q) is the robot inertia matrix which is a symmetric and
positive definitematrix (q is the vector of the joint angles).C(q,q̇)
q̇ represents the Coriolis and centrifugal forces (q̇i

2 are called
centrifugal and q̇i q̇j where i≠ j are called Coriolis terms). The
terms cijk are known as Christoffel symbols. g(q) is the
gravitational forces which can be derived from the potential
energy, and τ is the vector of the input torques. By deriving the
friction force, we can give provide a modified input torque to
compensate for friction.

Fðq�Þ ¼ Fvjq� j þ FcÞsgnðq� Þð ð2Þ
where Fv=diag( fv1, fv2,…, fvn) denotes the viscous friction
coefficient matrix and Fc=diag( fc1, fc2,…, fcn) denotes the
Coulomb friction coefficient matrix. Two kinds of control
algorithms such as PD controller Eq. (3) and output feedback
controller Eq. (4) developed by Ailon [15] were used. Here the
constant vector v is updated only according to the present
positional state of the robot links.

s ¼ Kpðqd � qÞ þ Kdðq�d � q�Þ ð3Þ
s ¼ �Sðq1 � zÞoz� ¼ �Sðz� q1Þ � Rzþ v ð4Þ

In addition, the Lyapunov stability for target robot systems can
be tested in AR independent simulation modules. The Lyapunov
candidate functions are given as Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) corresponding
to each controller. The function V in quadric form is always
positive definite and its derivative is negative semidefinite.
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V ðq; q�; zÞ ¼ Hrðq; q�; zÞ � HrðPq; 0;Pz Þ Z V�ðq; q�; zÞ
¼ �z�z�TV0 ð7Þ

3.2. Spacecraft system

The kinematics of spacecraft is expressed in Eq. (8) where
ϖ=[ϖ1 ϖ2 ϖ3]

T denotes the angular velocity of spacecraft
expressed in the spacecraft frame which is attached to the center
of mass, R∈SO(3) (SO(3) stands for the Special Orthogonal
group of order 3), and S(ϖ)∈SS(3) (SS(3) denotes the set of
Skew Symmetric matrices of order 3) [16]. The dynamics of the
spacecraft is derived as shown in Eqs. (9) and (11) according to
its actuator type, gas-jet or reaction wheel.

R� ¼ SðϖÞR o SðϖÞ ¼
0 ϖ3 �ϖ2

�ϖ3 0 ϖ1

ϖ2 ϖ1 0

2
4

3
5 ð8Þ

3.2.1. Gas-jet actuator type spacecraft
J is the central inertia matrix, τ=[τ1 τ2 τ3]

T is the applied
torque, and ξ=[φ θ ψ]T is the roll–pitch–yaw (RPY) angles.

ξ� ¼ gðnÞϖ o ϖ� ¼ J�1SðϖÞJϖþ J�1s ð9Þ

3.2.2. Momentum-exchange actuator type spacecraft
Λs=diag[I1 I2 I3] is the inertia matrix excluding the wheels,

B is the moment of inertia of each wheel with respect to the
rotation axis, Ω=[Ω1 Ω2 Ω3]

T is the angular velocity vector of
reaction wheels, L=Λs+2diag[A A A] where A is the moment of
inertia with respect to the other two principal axes, and Ji is the
inertia matrix of ith wheel. Lastly, we applied an output
controller as shown in Eq. (10) [17,18]. A selected triplet {K,
Fig. 7. Relationship of coordinate frames for
M, N} represents the controller matrices in diagonal form and v
is a feed forward term. All of the experimental data for
spacecraft is already stored in the target system database after
MATLAB simulations. To show situational simulations that
differ from the robot system, the graphical spacecraft are simply
animated on the basis of this pre-experimental data.
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3.3. Numerical method for simulation: Runge–Kutta method

The 2nd order Runge–Kutta method [19] is applied to find
numerical solutions as far as system dynamics are concerned.
The system states xn+ 1 after a time step of h can be obtained by
the previous state xn at time tn as per Eq. (12) where n≥0. The
average slope F(tn, xn; h) between time tn and tn+1 is used.

xnþ1 ¼ xn þ hFðtn; xn; hÞ

xnþ1 ¼ xn þ h
2
½ f ðtn þ xnÞ þ f ðtn þ h; xn þ hf ðtn; xnÞÞ� ð12Þ

3.4. Graphical components

For the virtual representation, we have used OpenGL which
enables a perspective view, light effects, materials as well as
robot collaboration in AR environment.
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detailed object modeling in 3D domain. The rendering [20] is
mainly processed by hardware, which is much faster than
performing this in software. Note that the design of virtual objects
by using the combination of vertices, lines and faces can create
significant redundancy inmodeling software [20]. For this reason,
we have modeled several graphic primitives which can be fre-
quently rendered so that we just have to consider the combination
of their coordinate frames simply calling these primitives.

Fig. 3 shows the Denavit–Hartenberg (DH) frame assign-
ment of robot joints and the procedure, which is conventionally
used for selecting frames of reference. We have followed this
DH frame assignment also in graphical configuration. It allows
us to easily analyze the 3D objects by joints despite complex
transformation executions.

Using joint features and the graphic primitives, five kinds of
robot systems are designed in the graphic engine. Fig. 4 shows
the gallery of the virtual robots in three different views: front,
top and side. The virtual robots are composed of a base frame,
links, joints and cylindrical loads. Their outlines are flexibly
modifiable according to the retrieved information such as
masses and lengths. In the AR independent simulator which is
the former version of the proposed simulator in this paper, 2D
graphs were used for state reporting [21]. Link positions,
Fig. 8. Pattern configur
angular velocities, input torques and stability test results can be
monitored using those graphs. In that case, the variations of
simulation time and window size have to be carefully specified
for proper visualization. In the AR-based simulator, however, a
2D panel is provided for reporting system features and
annotation panels for each robot joint. To preserve global
awareness of the real environment scene, a blending technique
discussed in [7] is applied to the panels, and their viewing
volumes are independent of each other.

Most robot systems have a prop base so that the relative
motion of joints can be easily perceived. In the case of a
spacecraft, however, its body is floating in 3D void space. For
an intuitive visualization, the relationship between the world
and local coordinate frames has to be well defined. Specifically,
three rotational motions (roll–pitch–yaw) of the spacecraft must
be supported around an arbitrary orientation. Hence, the order
of transformations in graphics has to be arranged in the reverse
order as the real rotations for the appropriate animation of the
spacecraft motion as shown in Fig. 5. As a supplement, the
present angles are visually reported on the three circular planes
which aid in understanding the spacecraft motion.

The graphical components of the virtual spacecrafts are
selected after analyzing the outline of the target satellite
ation of real scene.



Table 1
1-link manipulator parameters

Link length(l) 0.2 m
Link mass(m) 1.8 kg
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KOMPSAT model as shown in Fig. 6. The main component is a
body frame where three solar arrays are attached and other
specific components are arranged according to the actuator
types being used. In the AR-based simulator, the graphical
Fig. 9. Various target places: (a) Robots on the desk (b) Robots on the laboratory
floor (c) Spacecraft on the center of floor.

Output feedback controller gains(R,S) 30,900
Target position(θ) 1.57 rad(+90°)
nameplate of each component is activated by keyboard
interaction.

Several interaction modules for the flexible viewpoint
navigation have been implemented in the formal spacecraft
simulator which has no AR functionalities. The relationship
between object orientation and viewpoint follows Eq. (13)
where x, y, z denotes the eye position of the observer and x0, y0,
z0 denotes the orientation of the coordinate frame for virtual
objects. θ and φ represent angular movements of the viewpoint
in a spherical coordinate frame.

x ¼ rcosðhÞcosð/Þ þ x0; y ¼ rcosðhÞcosð/Þ þ y0;

z ¼ rsinðhÞ þ z0
ð13Þ

3.5. Noise filtering

We observe simulations mostly in the static view state after
dynamically configuring the markers. The trembling of
augmented virtual models in the static view state can disturb a
user's observation. The cause of the trembling is that the four
vertex data detected from the marker vary slightly. They affect
the elements of transformation matrices (Tcm) from the marker
coordinates to the camera coordinates. A noise filter is applied
to resolve this problem. We give the elements the average of
several previous values if the variation is within a constraint. If
the variation crosses this constraint, the motion of the marker is
regarded as being in the dynamic state and the filtering stops.

3.6. Analysis of coordinate frames for robot collaboration

The virtual objects are drawn in the marker coordinate
frames. A virtual object in a frame is independent. Fig. 7 shows
the relationships between the camera coordinates and two
marker coordinates.

The base of a robot is fixed on the marker orientation, with
its end-effector able to move in a limited fashion within a
boundary. For collaboration between two robots, there has to
exist a common volume where end-effectors of both Robot 1
and Robot 2 can reach. Even if it is given, however, it is hard to
know that both end-effectors have arrived at a particular point in
the volume because of the respective representations in their
own marker coordinate frames. Therefore, the present positions
of the end-effectors have to be analyzed in a common
coordinate frame. A simple and reliable procedure for
collaboration in AR process can be performed as follows.

• Step 1: Retrieve the present coordinates of end-effectors in
the marker coordinate systems: (Xm1, Ym1, Zm1) and (Xm2,
Ym2, Zm2)
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• Step 2: Retrieve the coordinates of the end-effectors by using
Tcm in the camera coordinate systems: (XC1, YC1, ZC1) and
(XC2, YC2, ZC2)

• Step 3: Determine whether the difference between the
coordinates of the two cameras is within a reliable constraint.

• Step 4: If so, then begin the proposed collaboration, such as
load transfer.

Careful extraction of relevant coordinates and matrices in
program codes is necessary because many of rotations and
translations affect the present positions of end-effectors during
Fig. 10. Controller test for 1 link manipulator: (
animation. The 2D screen coordinates cannot guarantee that the
end-effectors are exactly arrived at the same position but the 3D
camera coordinates are more reliable.

4. Demonstration

4.1. Pertinent configuration of markers

In marker-based AR experiments, different target models can
be effectively visualized with different fiducial marker config-
urations [8]. In the case of robot systems, a patterned marker
a) 2D graph (b) 3D AR scenes (State 1–6).



Fig. 11. Attitude control simulation for spacecraft.
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identifies a virtual robot model to be overlaid on a live capturing
image as shown in Fig. 8. For the registration of virtual
spacecraft models, box-style configurations are made by using
five markers (See Fig. 8). Because all five markers are
indicating a single orientation in the marker coordinate system,
a virtual object can be faithfully overlaid on the real video scene
even if any one marker disappears from the user's view
(camera's view). Such a multiple marker configuration ensures
reliable augmentation in the situation of graphical occlusion
interrupting image analysis which happens mostly when users
are manipulating or interacting with the models.

This configuration works effectively for a number of
applications. We can conceive of several testable applications
by changing the target workplaces using the system features
described in Section 3.4. Firstly, the robot simulator can be used
for the purposes of educational aids in the classroom or in
industry. An instructor can demonstrate the 3D simulation to
students or engineer trainees by manipulating a fiducial marker
that represents a robot model. If they are wearing video or
optical see-through HMDs, the visual information of system
states can be intuitively offered in any direction. Also, virtual
robots can be positioned visually abreast with real robots to
evaluate their working in the manufacturing line of a real
factory. It will enhance the user's perception and aid the user's
Table 2
Spacecraft parameters

Gas-jet actuator type spacecraft
Central inertia matrix(J) diag[2,1,2]
Controller gains(K,M,N ) diag[10,10,10], diag[2,3,2], diag[3,2,3]
Target positions(φ,θ,ψ) π/2, π/8, π/4

Reaction wheels actuator type spacecraft
Inertia matrix without wheels(Λs) diag[2,3,2]
Moment of inertia(A,B) 0.05, 0.1
Inertia matrix of ith wheel(Ji) diag[B,A,A], diag[A,B,A], diag[A,A,B]
Controller gains(K,M,N ) diag[10,10,10], diag[3,2,3], diag[4,8,4]
Target positions(φ,θ,ψ) π/2, π/8, π/4
real-world tasks. Our collaboration test could be used to
demonstrate this.

Next, the spacecraft simulator can be placed in the showcase
stage by employing a box style configuration of fiducial
markers. Researchers or exhibition visitors may want to observe
the bottom part of the spacecraft from underneath. Although the
vision system would have difficulty in detecting the upper
marker, the other side markers can ensure the correct
registration of the virtual spacecraft models. Most of all, the
visual support of 3D spherical coordinates for reporting states
will help viewers to observe the motion of floating spacecraft in
3D void space. Fig. 9 shows how virtual models can be merged
in the real environment scenes.

4.2. Experimental validation

The features of AR-interfaced 3D simulations are demon-
strated by several experiments.

4.2.1. Visually-intuitive simulation
To show how the characteristics of the control algorithm are

reflected in the 3D simulation, the performance of the output
feedback control algorithm is demonstrated for the 1-link
manipulator model. The controller enforces that the robot link
will reach its target destination by checking the difference
Table 3
2-link and 3-link SCARA type robot parameters

2-link SCARA
type robot

3-link SCARA type robot

Link order Link1 Link2 Link1 Link2 Link3
Link length(l ) 0.5 m 0.3 m 0.48 m 0.26 m 0.4 m
Link mass(m) 32.7 kg 7.73 kg 32.7 kg 7.73 kg 5.0 kg
PD controller
gains(Kp, Kd)

120, 15 56, 5 120, 15 56, 5 4, 6

Target positions(θ) 0.785 rad 1.57 rad 0.785 rad
0.0 rad

0.785 rad
−0.785 rad

0.315 rad
0.165 rad



Fig. 12. Collaboration between two virtual robots — 3D AR scenes (State 1–5).

Table 4
2-link SCARA type robot parameters

Link order Link1 Link2

Link length(l) 0.39 m 0.27 m
Link mass(m) 32.7 kg 7.73 kg
PD controller gains(Kp,Kd) 100, 10 100, 10
Target positions(θ) 0.481 rad 0.328 rad
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between the present link position and the target position at each
timestep. The system parameters in this experiment are given in
Table 1.

The AR-interfaced 3D simulation proceeds as shown in
Fig. 10(b).

• State 1 (0≤ tb4): it shows the intermediate state of the
controlling link to the +90° position which is our final target
position by updating constant vector v of the controller.
Whenever the position state of link converges to a steady
position near the target position, the vector v is continuously
updated so that the link can finally reach the target position.

• State 2 (4≤ tb6): The control of the link is complete. The
link is positioned at the target position +90°.

• State 3 (t=6): A load is added at the end of link. The link
mass is changed from 1.8 kg to 2.8 kg. Fig. 10(b) presents a
more intuitive visualization than (a) about this state. The link
position deviates from the target position because of the load.

• State 4 (6b tb10): The link again approaches the target
position. The feature of the controller that deals with mass
change is shown because it works based only on information
about the present position of the link.

• State 5 (t=10): The load is removed. The link position
deviates from the target position again in the opposite
direction of state 3.

• State 6 (10b t≤15): The link reaches the target position
again.

The feature of the output feedback control algorithm is also
well reflected in AR environment. Compared with a 2D graph-
style representation, the 3D graphic simulation enhances visual
intuition about robot motion. Further, AR interfacing demon-
strates the extensibility of this intuitive simulation into real
workspaces, e.g. the case of applying new operation mechan-
isms to manufacturing lines.

4.2.2. Effectively-observable simulation
In this section, we present an attitude control simulation for

spacecraft with pre-experimental data. Fig. 11 shows how the
simulation can be visualized in an AR environment compared
with a previous 3D simulator [22]. Because spacecraft is
floating in 3D void space, allowing the user to flexibly move
their viewpoint in AR provides a natural way to observe the
spacecraft's motion in space. It is more effective than the usual
3D simulation on a static display for virtual models, in which
the viewpoint is manually controlled only by a mouse or
keyboard interaction. In the AR setting, present states of roll–
pitch–yaw angles are continuously displayed in 3D spherical
coordinates, which also helps user's visual perception of the
spacecraft motion. The 3D simulation can be enabled in an AR
environment using threading, allowing virtual models to be
simulated independent of the rendering frequency of the AR
process. This experiment demonstrates how effective the AR
interface is in helping users observe the simulation. The system
parameters are given in Table 2.



Fig. 13. Control stability test for 2 link SCARA type robot — 2D graph.
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4.2.3. Collaboration of virtual robots in AR environment
In practice, there are a number of virtual objects that exist in

AR applications, and mutual interaction between them can
occur even in simulation. However, this mutual interaction
cannot be realized as in the 3D simulation because each virtual
object has its own local reference coordinate system within the
AR environment. In this experiment, we considered a situation
in which two robots were collaborating: 2-link and 3-link
SCARA type robot (Robot 1 and Robot 2 respectively). It also
validates the procedures in Section 3.6. The gains of each PD
controller are given purposely to generate an oscillation for
reliable collaboration in uncertain transfer timing of a load.
When the transfer of the load is completed from Robot 1 to
Fig. 14. Fully visu
Robot 2, the target position for Robot 2 will be changed. The
system parameters are given in Table 3.

Fig. 12 shows sequential scenes of the collaboration
simulation.

• State 1: Robot 1 and Robot 2 start to move arbitrarily in time.
A load is mounted on Robot 1.

• State 2: Robot 1 reaches its target position, however Robot 2
is still in motion. The position of the end-effector of Robot 2
is being checked to determine whether it came in contact
with the present position of the load.

• State 3: The end-effector of Robot 2 is passing right on the
top side of the load.
alized scene.
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• State 4: The load of Robot 1 is transferred to Robot 2. Then,
Robot 2 is commanded to the next target position.

• State 5: Robot 2 is in motion to the next target position.

Although each virtual robot is arbitrarily positioned, it is
only if their end-effectors are sharing a certain volume that
collaboration is possible. This experiment demonstrates mutual
interaction between virtual objects in simulation in an AR
environment, and it can be extended to the case of interaction
with real objects.

4.2.4. Test of control stability in AR-independent environment
As an auxiliary validation, the stability test of a 2-link

SCARA type robot control is performed using Lyapunov
functions and phase portrait. This stability test is a matter of
concern in conventional simulation. This experiment is
available regardless of AR service in our embedded simulation
modules. The system parameters are given in Table 4, and
Fig. 13 shows the graph of them when applying the PD
controller, in which the state of the robot is converging to an
equilibrium point.

4.3. Informative visuals

In AR-based simulations, three informative items are
visually configured to aid users in obtaining the present
simulation state: information panel, annotation board and
auxiliary surroundings (See Fig. 14).

Firstly, the information panel in the right-top corner reports
the system control parameters, real-time simulation states, etc. It
has a fixed global coordinate system regardless of the present
eye-position. Secondly, the annotation board represents infor-
mation about a system component. The board, suspended on the
top of a guide branch, is positioned according to the present eye-
position (=camera aim pose). Although the branch is connected
to the component in 3D spatial relation, the visible face of the
board is forced to follow the local 2D coordinates system so that
it always looks toward the eye. Thus, all the information on the
board is faithfully visible all the time to the user unlike in a real
environment where mutual occlusion frequently occurs between
a physical board and other objects. Lastly, auxiliary surround-
ings such as 3D circular planes in the spacecraft simulator report
the simulation states in a visually-enhanced form close to the
target model.
Table 5
Summary of informative visuals

Description Parameters displayed

Annotation Robot links
information

Length, mass, inertial, controller gains, etc

Spacecraft
components

Digital camera, high gain antennas, star trackers,
omni antennas, thermal blanket, etc

Information panel Robot type, controller type, desired link positions,
present position states, etc

Simulation control
button

8 operation steps: Demo – Start – Working – Pause
– Paused – Continue – Stopped – Initiate sequence

3D circular planes Roll–pitch–yaw angle representation of spacecraft
In addition, versatile computer graphics techniques such as
blending, texturing, local viewport setting, etc. may be applied
to enhance visual intuitiveness of a model. A blending effect
helps users keep a global awareness of the surroundings in an
AR environment. Users can control the simulation in progress
by interacting with graphical control buttons (augmented from
the typical flatness of the computer graphics workspace).
Keyboard and mouse events are monitored to allow information
about the system or simulation state to be made available when
desired by the user. Tangible interfacing techniques, more
commonly being leveraged in AR research, support more
natural user-friendly interaction [6–8]. Table 5 summarized
parameters displayed in the informative visuals.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented a feasibility study of using AR-
based 3D simulations for two target systems, robots and spacecraft.
Compared with ordinary 3D simulations, the AR-based simula-
tions enhance users' ability to interact with the models in the
simulation intuitively, since the models are placed in the users'
actual workspace. Information about the motion of models due to
embedded dynamics and kinematics bear augment these AR
simulations. Providing a reliable characterization of a model's
motion using anARmethodology provides added benefits beyond
what is available in the usual 3D modeling of a model's visual
appearance. In our experimental validation, we have demonstrated
the how AR-based simulations can be supported using appropriate
fiducial marker configurations and supplementary visuals.

We believe AR interfacing technology together with context-
aware computing technology will take a significant and
initiative role in future ubiquitous computing environment.
Both techs have been showing us the most reliable feasibility in
seamlessly implanting information (whether it is visible or
invisible) in our physical environment; it is because in
UbiComp environment the information should be intelligently
determined and intuitively interacted with users in order to be
offered at a right place in the most appropriate form in a
particular time. In this point of view, in this paper, we have
showed an infrastructural approaching method for evaluating
the feasibility of AR-based simulation by focusing on
mechanical systems and physical workspace.

Additionally, we have been concurrently conducting re-
search in other prospective AR application domains, as an
extension of our conceptual development schematic: geospace
and multimedia. In these domains, the functional modules and
end-user interaction must be re-implemented for each applica-
tion. Indeed, the subsystem modules in an AR test-bed vary
considerably according to the type application and its require-
ments; what may be the most important and complex technical
aspect of one application can turn out to be completely trivial in
other applications. The use of AR is consequently still nascent
despite a wealth of noteworthy applications and its many
valuable features. Accordingly, our future work will be devoted
to specifying how AR can be explicitly applied to real-world
applications, in keeping with our main purpose of conceptual
development towards building an enhanced real-world.
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